
One Creative Mind 
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One day there was a little boy named Pearcy, all he wanted to do was draw and that’s all he did.  
Pearcy was only 5 years old, but he sure did have one creative mind.  The only thing he used to 
draw and make art with was a magical paintbrush or that’s what he liked to call it.  One day as 
Pearcy   painted a picture of his dog, his dog came into the room and  an up to  Pearcy.  The 
dog jumped up at Pearcy and BAM! He grabbed Pearcy’s magical paintbrush .and scampers 
out of the room with it. 
 
The next day at school Pearcy tells some of his friends about his encounter with his dog and his 
missing paintbrush,  his friends that live nearby   offer to come to his house and help him find 
his paintbrush.  Later that day after school, Pearcy hears the doorbell, he answers the door and 
there are all his friends ready to help!  hey search high and low, far and near in Pearcy’s house.  
Pearcy and his classmates couldn’t find the magical paintbrush so Pearcy’s mom  sends them 
back home. 
 
The following day, Pearcy and his mom  head to the store to look at new paint brushes just in 
case they didn’t find the magic paintbrush.  Pearcy and his mom look for a new paint brush, but 
none of them speak to Pearcy like the magic paintbrush did. 
 
It is now Friday and the magic paintbrush has been missing for three days.  Jimmy (Pearcy’s 
best friend)decided to come over after school..  Jimmy said, “Let’s try one more time to find your 
brush.”  Pearcy says, “OK, let’s do it!”  So Pearcy and Jimmy search in the one place they 
hadn’t looked before, the dog’s playhouse.  They look inside and there was the magic 
paintbrush. From that day forward Pearcy learned when he is drawing a picture to shut the door 
behind him. 


